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Larry Fagin & Joan Inglis.
Buon Compleanno Babbo.

New York (?): No publisher, no date.
Softcover.
62 pages,
poetry & collage only on rectos. 

Hand-typed poetry. 
8 hand-pasted collages. 

Very Good. 
Red covers show some wear, especially to top & bottom of spine.
Paste on title letters also exhibit wear and damage. 
Inside clean and unmarked. 

Unique hand assembled
poetry & collage book.

First page inscribed 
“Love, Larry + Joan”. 

According to poet Ron Padgett,
“Babbo” is artist George Schneeman
and this was certainly made as a birthday gift. 

Provenance upon request. 

Larry Fagin was a New York School poet and publisher who previously 
lived in San Francisco and London which is where he met his first wife 
Joan Inglis who is a retired fashion designer. Fagin published lots of his 
own poetry as well as others, some with covers by Ed Ruscha and Brice 
Mardin. He was involved with the St Marks Poetry Project and much else. 
He died in 2017. 

$1250.





Barbara Guest.
Anne Slacik.
Strings.

No Publisher: No Place, 1999.
Leporello with slipcase. 
8 pages + front & back covers,
one long (approx 30”)
single sheet of watercolor paper
Edition of 16.

Handwritten by Barbara Guest
and hand-painted by Anne Slacik leporello
made in an edition of 16, each one unique. 

Hand-painted slip case with title, date
and authors’ names handwritten on spine and front,
with limitation 10/16 written on back. 

Leporello is near fine but for faint edge wear.
The Slipcase has unobtrusive creasing
front top left and bottom left.
It is a bit of a tight fit, perhaps warped from the paint.
The inside has a small hard to see chip
that in no way harms the structure. 

A gorgeous copy of this scarce artists’ book.

$550.





Assembling: A Collection of Otherwise Unpublishable Manuscripts.
Richard Kostelanetz & Henry Korn (Compiled by)

Brooklyn: Gnilbmessa inc. 1970.
Staple-bound softcover.

Near fine, 
but for faint toning to edges of covers. 
Unobtrusive minor edgewear 
back top right & two tiny sections 
of soiling to back cover. 

An exceptional copy of this scarce artists’ publication. 

The first iteration of this legendary assembling periodical. 
42 artists submitted 1,000 copies of up to 4 pages of self-printed
material, to be collated in the publication.

With contributions by Ed Ruscha: a chocolate stain that seems to have 
been applied a bit messily as well as Hannah Weiner, Dan Graham, Vito 
Acconci, Bernadette Mayer, Robert Lax, Arakawa, Madeline Gins, Richard 
Meltzer, Alan Sondheim, etc.

$950.





David Mayor & Felipe Ehrenberg (Editors).
Schmuck # 2: Iceland. 

Beau Geste Press, 1972. 
Softcover. 
48 pages. 
29.7 x 21 cm. 
Edition of 300.

Mimeograph, letterpress and offset printed.
Some hand coloring and inserted elements. 

Very good. 
Minor edgewear and bumping. 
Circular Art & Language NL sticker 
to inside front cover bottom left. 

The second issue of the Beau Geste Press house assembling magazine 
Schmuck. This time focused on a group of expat Icelandic artists: Kristjan 
Gudmundsson, Hreinn Fridfinnsson & Hlif Svavarsdottir and Sigurdur Gud-
mundsson. The magazine aimed to foster international relationships be-
tween artists and to “circumvent the conventional strictures of good taste 
that had been imposed upon artistic production”. It lasted 8 issues with 6 of 
them being devoted to works from a particular region.

$600.





Milan Knízák, David Mayor & Felipe Ehrenberg (Editors).
Aktual Czechoslovakia Schmuck. # 4. 

Beau Geste Press / Libro Accion Libre, 1974. 
Softcover. 
56 pages. 
29.1 x 24 cm. 
Edition size unknown.

Mimeograph and offset printed.
Label affixed to front cover and pages printed in red and black ink.

Very good. 
Minor edgewear and corner bumping. Slight rubbing to front cover. 

The fourth issue of the Beau Geste Press house assembling magazine 
Schmuck reproduces a manuscript edited and designed by Knízák, the 
Czech performance artist, sculptor, musician, and Fluxus artist. With con-
tributions in the form of texts, photos, drawings, and ideas by Sona Sve-
cová, Helena Popisilová, Robert Wittmann, J. Patocka, P. Tichy, Zdenko 
Zizková, Jan Maria Mach, V. Korejz, M. Marik, and Knízák.

The Czech artists’ group Aktuální umění (Actual Art) was founded in the 
early sixties for the purpose of publishing journals of radical art and ideas, 
something illegal at the time in Czechoslovakia. They would publish man-
ifestos, translations of international texts and small art periodicals which 
would bypass the censorship of the newsstand and even postal system by 
circulating among friends.

For the fourth issue of Schmuck, Milan Knížák collected materials on 
behalf of the group which he had founded with Jan Mach, Vít Mach, So-
nia Švecová, Jan Trtílek and Robert Wittmann. The word ‘art’ had been 
dropped from their name by 1966, and the group became known as Aktu-
al.

$350.





Felipe Ehrenberg and David Mayor (Editors).
Taii Ashizawa and Takehisa Kosugi (Guest Editors)
Japanese Schmuck # 8.

Devon, England: Beau Geste Press, 1976.
Softcover.
Unpaginated, but 100 pages. 
8 1/16 x 11 9/16”.
Edition of 500. 
Designed by David Mayor. 

Card covers with illustrated paste down.
Much tipped in, die cut, various printing methods.
14 various items tipped in,
including two booklets
and fluxus ticket, string attached. 
As issued. 

Very good.
Minor corner wear with slight waviness. 

Final issue. 
Contributions from
Takako Saito, Ay-O, Mieko Shiomi, Taii Ashizawa,
Kazumichi Fujiwara, Myor Hayashi, Shoji Kaneko,
Kiichi Kobayashi, Takehisa Kosugi, Kunimasa Kuriyama,
Yukimasa Matsuda, Yutaka Matsuzawa, Yoshio Nakajima,
Art Duck, Terry Reid, David Richards, Rui Sekido,
Yukiko Shimazaki, Ikuo Shukuzawa, Toshiyuki Sunohara,
Shinkiji Tajiri, Shohachiro Takahashi, Todo Tanaqua, Lee U-Fan, Keiji 
Uematsu, Yoshimasa Wada, Tatsuo Yamamoto, Hideki Yoshida, Hiroshi 
Yoshimuda and of course Beau Geste. 

$500





Benzene 8 (Fall/ Winter 1983/1984)
Allen Bealy & Sheila Keenan (Editors).

New York: Benzene Editions, 1983.
Folded newsprint broadsheet.
39 pages.

Very good.
A nice example
with minor edge wear
and creasing. 

Contributions by Ann Player, Leo Player, Jane Gilooley,
Gary Indiana, George Deem, Roberta Allen, Dennis Kardon,
Rafael Lorenzo, Richard Armijo, Lee Krugman, Ursule Molinaro,
Martin Wong, Christopher Burke, Carl Morse, George Myers Jr.,
Craig Massey, Lenora Champagne, Jude Schwendenwien,
Richard Hambleton, Carl Haupt, Shelley Berc, Brian Buczak,
Andrew Roth, Carla Liss, Nam June Paik, Michael Kasper,
Harvey Redding, Jerome Salzmann, David Wojnarowicz,
Dirk Rowntree, Alice Neel and Molissa Fenley.

Sold.





Marcel Broodthaers.
La Lumière Manifeste.

Museum van Hedendaagse Kunst Antwerpen, 2022.
LP, single-sided.
Color gatefold jacket 
with liner notes as well as booklet. 
Text in Dutch and French. 
English translation available 
and can be laid in for free. 
Edition of 500.

Produced by Lotte Beckwe, Raf Wollaert and Maria Gilissen-Broodthaers.
Contains previously unpublished poetry,
But isn’t entirely unpublished.

La Lumière Manifeste consists of five lyric poems by Marcel Broodthaers
(three of which with their variations). They were recited by him
to Livinus van de Bundt during the winter of 1962 and would form
the basis of the soundtrack for the film Lumière sur La Haye, dedicated
to Livinus’ phoot painting. Unlike the film that was not made,
these poems, reproduced here, have been preserved thanks
to a historical recording.”

$75





Adrian Piper. 
Escape to Berlin: A Travel Memoir. 

Berlin: APRA Foundation, 2018.
Hardcover.
328 pages. 
110 full-color reproductions.
English/German.

In 2005 Adrian Piper secretly emigrated from the United States.
Several months passed before anyone realized she had disappeared.

She resurfaced in Berlin and has lived there ever since.
Piper has consistently and firmly refused to return to the U.S.
or explain why she left. Many assume it was because she discovered
her name on the U.S. Department of Transportation Security’s
Suspicious Travelers Watch List. Others point to Wellesley College’s
forcible termination of her tenured Full Professorship. Yet others speculate
that George W. Bush’s presidency, or American racism, or the invasion
of Iraq compelled her to leave. All of these conjectures are groundless.
ESCAPE TO BERLIN: A Travel Memoir is a gripping autobiographical
narrative that provides a full account of the facts.

$65.00





Dan Graham.
MORENUGGETS
or Evolution of the Museum
and Other New Writings.

Ratstar Press, 2022. 
Softcover.

58 pages. 

New.

Dan Graham’s underdistributed last book.

”Dan Graham began as a poet — 

and he still is one. Although comedy 

provides a good cover, as these writings 

bear out. Someone once said, “He’s a concrete 

Poetry who couldn’t get published.” 
That putdown obviously misses the point. 
Graham wanted to publish only on his own terms.

He’s called his quasi-sociological articles, 

para-rock criticism, and editorial montages 

“inserts”. But the goal is not so much to fit 

into a distribution system as it is to rub

it the wrong way. - John Miller

$18.00





Bici Hendricks (Nye Ffarrabas).
5 Seed Poem.

New York: Backworks, 1970.
Single rubber-stamped sheet, with staple-mounted plastic bag containing 
seeds.
Two orange boards, one rubber-stamped with handwritten signatures. 

Very good. 
5 Seed poem has slight toning and creasing. 
Orange boards have fading, toning, foxing and some blots from moisture.  

A poem by Nye Ffarrabas, then known as Bici Hendricks, in the form of a 
single sheet of paper bearing a plastic bag contains 5 types of seeds. Rub-
ber-stamped with the title of the piece, the artist’s name and date of cre-
ation. 

Accompanied by two orange boards for protection, one of which bears the 
handwritten signatures of Barbara Moore & Jon Hendricks, the former pro-
prietors of Backworks: the now defunct source for Fluxus, etc as well as 
their rubber stamp declaring this work “A Merry Christmas Gift”. 

Scarce. 

Nye Ffarrabas, formerly known as Bici Hendricks and Bici Forbes, is an un-
der known female Fluxus artist. Co-founder of the Black Thumb Press with 
Geoff Hendricks, they were married before their separation as performance 
“Flux-Divorce” in 1971. 

$500.00





Genesis P-Orridge. 
G.P.O. Vs G.P-O, Mail Action.

Geneva: Ecart Publications, 1976.
Softcover. 
105 pages.
Edition of 500.

Near fine
with only minor edge wear. 

G.P.O. versus G.P-O: a chronicle of mail art on trial is a publication of Gen-
esis P-Orridge’s collection of materials surrounding Great Britain’s Gener-
al Post Office’s case against him for disseminating pornographic material 
through the mail in 1975. These postcards incorporated confrontational 
images with images of the Queen. When the Post Office made their case 
against P-Orridge, it became an opportunity to turn the case into another 
performance. 

G.P.O. versus G.P-Ocollects ephemera, legal documents, correspondence, 
and articles about the case and mail art. Genesis P-Orridge is an artist, mu-
sician and performer who founded the performance group, COUM Trans-
missions in 1969. They were active until 1976 when they mounted their 
controversial exhibition, Prostitution, at the Institute of Contemporary Art in 
London.

Sold.





Lawrence Weiner.
Statements.

New York: The Louis Kellner Foundation / Seth Siegelaub, 1968.
Softcover.
Edition of 1000. 
64 pages. 
4” x 7”.

Very good.
A quite presentable copy of this rare artist’s book
published by Seth Siegelaub in 1968.
Covers show light edgewear, creasing and soiling to covers.
Binding square, strong and tight.
Inside clean and unmarked. 

Published by Seth Siegelaub in an edition of one thousand copies in 1968, 
Statements is Lawrence Weiner’s very first artist book.
Glue-bound, it contains twelve “general” and twelve “specific”
text-based statement pieces, offset-printed
in small, black font against white paper.
Though apparently neutral descriptions, these statements ring of instruction,
or at least an invitation to realize their projected works, be it with stakes, 
nails, limestone, linoleum, plexiglass, enamel,
or any of the many artist materials they employ.

$500.





Lee Lozano. 
Bilder 1964-1968. 

Köln: Galerie Ricke, 1969. 
Exhibition invitation.
5 13/16” x 8 4/16”.

Very good.
Light corner creases 
with light toning to text side. 

Double-sided, front pictorial with exhibition information on back. 

Scarce Galerie Ricke card for Lee Lozano’s third solo exhibition in 1969.  
Lee Lozano (1930 – 1999) carved an extraordinary and elusive artistic ca-
reer. Lauded by Lucy Lippard as the foremost female conceptual artist of 
her era in New York, by the early 1970s Lozano had disengaged herself 
from the New York art world completely. She left behind a body of work of 
striking formal breadth and complexity that embraced expressionistic figura-
tive painting, darkly chaotic drawings, minimal abstraction and far-reaching 
conceptual investigation. Her mission was to merge art and life together, 
images and ideas.

$375.00





Richard Prince.
Pamphlet. 

Villeurbanne: Le Nouveau Musee, 1983.
Staple-bound softcover.
32 pages.
8 4/16 x 11 11/16”.
Edition of 1000.

Very Good.
Minor wear and rubbing to spine ends with slight creasing and toning.
Inside clean and unmarked with light toning to edge.
Stapled binding secure. 

Overall a handsome and presentable copy 
of this scarce early Richard Prince publication
that includes 15 illustrations of
photographic artworks, dating 1977-1982,
accompanied by short texts in English and French.
Introductory essay by Kate Linker.

Sold.





Richard Prince.

Köln: Galerie Jöllenbeck, 1978.
Exhibition Card. 
approximately 10 10/16” x 4 8/10”

Very good. 
Slight wear to edges.
Faint yellowing to top left corner of text side 
and top right of reverse side. 
Light rubbing to picture side.

A handsome copy of this uncommon invitation. 

Exhibition invitation card for one of the earliest solo exhibitions by Richard 
Prince, perhaps even his first one outside the US. Extremely scarce docu-
ment from a deliberately obscured era of Prince’s life and work who officially 
“began” his career with a group show at Castelli Graphics in 1979, disavow-
ing an interesting earlier phase of his career which even included an ap-
pearance in the first issue of Ulises Carrión’s artist’s magazine Ephemera.

Sold.





Benjamin Critton.
The Etiquette in Connecticut, 2nd Edition.

New York: Benjamin Critton Art Department, 2013. 
Softcover. 
482 pages + Works List & Colophon.

Very good.
Minor edge wear. 

Artist book by graphic designer Benjamin Critton,
originally submitted on behalf of his MFA
at the Yale University Graphic Design School in 2011.

$500.00





Richard Kern (Editor). 
Dumb Fucker 4. 

New York: H.A. Production, 1982.
Staple-bound softcover. 
 42 pages. 
 
Very good. 
Center crease, with some minor edge wear. 

Early photocopied zine edited by Richard Kern. 
Visual analogue to the music and film movement No Wave. 

Featuring Richard Kern, Dave Bennett, Stewart Wilson, Vicci Fool, 
Steve Harlow, Tom (Tommy) Turner, R. Dickens, Sally Daily, 
Mike Gibbons, Russel Drake, Mark A. Horowitz, Mazaritti Fey, 
S. Neumann, Emily Rophiz (?), Nancy Lamaroux (?),
Montanna Houston, Allisa Clough, John McCormac, 
Mary Ruthovsky-Ruskin, Holly George, Patric Mack, 
Children’s Grafix, Ronnie Burk (?), David Wojnarowicz. 

$300.00





Richard Hambleton. 
6. Juni bis 20. Juli 1985.

Berlin, Germany: Zellermayer Galerie, 1985. 
Staple-bound softcover. 
36 pages. 
12 color plates and 1 black/white. 
Edition of 1200. 

Near fine, 
but for slight edgewear 
to top spine.

Richard Hambleton interviewed by Mette Madsen
in German & English.

Richard Hambleton, often referred to as the “godfather of street art,”
pioneered New York’s downtown art scene alongside Jean-Michel Basquiat 
and Keith Haring. He is best known for his menacing “Shadowmen”
and “Horse and Rider” figures—grisly black silhouettes that appear
to have been painted mid-explosion. He tagged across the U.S.
and Canada before settling in New York in 1979.
He tagged Lower Manhattan alleyways through the 1980s,
then shifted his attention from the street to the studio,
where he made works on canvas and paper. Hambleton showed
at the Venice Biennale in the 1980s, yet he was largely forgotten in the ’90s
and early 2000s, when his personal battles with illness and addiction                
alienated him from the art world.

$250.00





East Village Art in Berlin:
East Meets West/ “Romance and Catastrophe”. 

Berlin, Germany: Zellermayer Galerie, 1984. 
Staple-bound softcover.
32 pages. 
20 black & white plates. 
Edition of 700.

Near fine, 
but faint edge wear and soiling from storage. 

Essays by Michael Kohn & Regina A. Trapp in German.
Features Richard Hambleton, David Wojnarowicz, Keith Haring,
Ero, Futura 2000, Peter Nagy, Walter Robinson, etc. 

$150.00





La Monte Young, Alfred Hansen, Raymond Edward Johnson,
Lawrence Poons, Reginald Daniels, Jackson MacLow, 
Dick Higgins. 
New Music Performed by The Audio Visual Group.

New York: The Living Theater, 1960.
Single sheet flyer:
Sheet of yellow paper flecked with red,
offset printed in black and red.
8 1⁄2 x 11 in.

Near fine, 
faint creasing.

Single-sided flyer published in conjunction with performance held August 
1, 1960. Performance included works by Alfred (Al) Hansen, Dick (Richard) 
Higgins, Jackson Mac Low, Larry (Lawrence) Poons, La Monte Young, and 
Raymond Edward Johnson performed by The Audio Visual Group of The 
Living Theatre.

$300.00





Jack Smith.
Boiled Lobster Color Slideshow by Jack Smith:
A Benefit for Jonas Mekas, Julie Andrews, and Peter Grass.

New York: Jack Smith, 1978.
16 x 22 in.

Near fine. 

Jack Smith and Jonas Mekas, once friends through the emerging worlds of 
experimental performance and film, had a falling out in the aftermath of the 
release and subsequent legal prosecution of Smith’s film Flaming Creatures, 
deemed to be in violation of New York’s obscenity laws. Smith later accused 
Mekas of stealing copies of Flaming Creatures for Anthology Film Archives.

These two performances reference this arc of Smith and Mekas’ relation-
ship. Boiled Lobster Color Slideshow (with a tongue-and-cheek subtitle: A 
Benefit for Jonas Mekas, Julie Andrews, and Peter Grass) was organized by 
Edit DeAk and took place in her apartment. Smith nicknamed Mekas “Un-
cle Fishhook,” perhaps situating himself in the metaphorical position of the 
boiled lobster.

$250.00





Jack Smith.
I was a Mekas Collaborator:
A Jungle Jack Radio Adventure? By Jack Smith.

New York: Jack Smith, 1978.
13 x 13 in.

Near fine. 

Jack Smith and Jonas Mekas, once friends through the emerging worlds of 
experimental performance and film, had a falling out in the aftermath of the 
release and subsequent legal prosecution of Smith’s film Flaming Creatures, 
deemed to be in violation of New York’s obscenity laws. Smith later accused 
Mekas of stealing copies of Flaming Creatures for Anthology Film Archives.

This performance references this arc of Smith and Mekas’ relationship. 
Smith’s 1978 performance I was a Mekas Collaborator: A Jungle Jack Ra-
dio Adventure? changed from night to night; in one iteration, Smith sits out 
of site and plays Jungle Jack Radio Adventures, followed by a screening 
of someone else’s film. In a review of the performance in the Village Voice, 
J. Hoberman noted that Smith’s use of radio may represent “the unfulfilled 
promise of two-way communication.”

$200.00





Bank.
The Bank Fax-Bak Service.
Tenzing Barshee, Gallien Déjean, and Dan Solbach (Editor). 

Lenz Press, 2021.
Softcover. 
352 pages.

Very good. 
Minor corner wear and bumping. 

“Press releases are genuinely fascinating documents. They’re usually un-
signed, which is perhaps why they’re so often absurdly pompous. But the 
really interesting thing is, who are they for? Rich collectors, who must be 
presumed to be stupid and talked to like children? Other gallerists, to show 
them that they read the backs of theory books too? Artists? Students? Just 
who is being addressed by these things? The endless nonsense they con-
tained meant that we could be brutally honest about their conceits, assump-
tions and errors to the point of outright rudeness, under the none-too-con-
vincing cover of offering free advice as to improvements. There was also a 
hopefully infuriating holier-than-thou tone to the whole project, and a hypo-
critical undercurrent.”
—BANK

Between 1998 and 1999, the London-based art collective BANK operated 
The BANK Fax-Bak Service. For the project, the group’s members, Simon 
Bedwell, John Russell and Milly Thompson proof-read and copy-edited 
more than 300 press releases published by galleries in London and New 
York. The procedure was simple: after adding their mocking corrections, 
the artists faxed the promotional texts back to the respective galleries. The 
BANK Fax-Bak Service exposes the art market’s (ongoing) sisyphean ef-
fort to legitimize itself through boasting, self-important and nonsensical lan-
guage. Published in collaboration with Treize (Paris), this volume is a com-
prehensive record of BANK’s notorious project from the late 1990s.
  Co-published with Treize, Galerie Neu, and Kunsthalle Zürich.

Sold.



Payment may be made by credit card, paypal, check, wire transfer or other 
means by prior arrangement. Institutions may be billed accordingly. 
Shipping is additional and will be billed at cost. 
Returns are accepted for any reason within a week of receipt. Please pro-
vide advance notice of the return. All books, ephemera, etc are graded to 
general antiquarian guidelines, with fine being our highest grade, used 
sparingly. 

Jon Glovin. 
fenrickbooks@gmail.com
646-460-3336
Fenrickbooks.com
@fenrickbooks

Ridgewood, New York




